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After the 2015 Tamil Nadu floods, slum families living along the city’s

waterways began to be forcibly evicted under the guise of ‘flood relief’, and

rehoused in unsuitable tenements in the city’s peripheries. These tenements, located

in Ezhil Nagar and Perumbakkam, were themselves badly flooded during the rains.

The Unorganised Workers’ Federation (UWF), Pennurimai Iyakkam, the Coastal

Community People Movement (CCPM) and the National Alliance of People’s

Movements (NAPM) had organized a public hearing to investigate these forced

evictions. This public hearing was held on 31st December 2015, at the Bank

Employees Federation of India hall in Teynampet, Chennai. State Secretary of

UWF R. Leelavathy welcomed the attendees and compered the proceedings.

National Convenor of NAPM Gabriele Dietrich presided over the event.

The jury of this public hearing was constituted by retired IAS officer M.G.

Devasahayam, retired Chief Engineer of the Public Works Department S.M. Arasu,

State President of the People’s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL) Professor

Saraswathi, advocate Bader Sayeed, journalist Gnani Sankaran, educationist

Saravana Raja, and  Arungunam Vinayagam from Nagar Senai. Over 200 people,

including slum residents from 20 neighbourhoods, activists, researchers and

representatives of NGOs attended the meeting, and presented their experiences

and opinions about the evictions after the floods.

Depositions by slum residents

Shanthi from Bucks Road,  R.A. Puram

We have been living in this area for over 70 years, with our livelihoods and

educational opportunities based in this locality itself. TN Slum Clearance Board

had constructed fire proof houses, and we have worked to create all facilities. We

are not willing to move to Ezhil Nagar, where there is a lot of rowdyism, and

where we will lose our livelihood opportunities. There is vacant land near our

neighbourhood where the government can provide us alternate housing if in situ

housing is not possible. All areas have been flooded, so why should we alone get

evicted?

REPORT ON THE PUBLIC HEARING ON

Impact of Recent Floods on Slum & Pavement Dwellers in Chennai City
on 31st December 2015

at the Bank Employees Federation of India hall, Teynampet, Chennai 600086
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Dilliamma from Pandian Street, R.A. Puram

We are domestic workers, fish vendors, and daily labourers who have been living here

for generations. We have struggled to make this a liveable place, but now the government,

with the help of the police, wants to evict us, citing the floods as a reason. Local goons

and politicians also intimidate us to get us to leave. Flooding happened in our area only

because the sluice gates in lakes were opened by the government. A minister lives near

our area, and his house was also flooded, but only our area is being surveyed for

resettlement. Why can’t ministers and their families go to Perumbakkam? We will

commit suicide if the government forces us to leave our homes. We have submitted

petitions to multiple ministers and government officials, asking for alternate housing

nearby. There is nothing worthwhile in Ezhil Nagar and Perumbakkam.

Elumalai from Kottur

We live on Mandapam Street. A PIL has been filed against our area, and the judgment,

in favour of a rich landowner, demands that the people be removed. We have filed a

writ petition, and the concerned judges have clarified that they only wanted

“encroachments” to be removed, not houses. We have a GO stating that the land in this

neighbourhood has been given to the SC/ST residents, who have built homes there, and

have been given facilities by the government. We have also been considered for pattas

by the TNSCB. But now, the situation has completely changed. The government is

favouring the private landowner. Local politicians are also urging us to leave, and forcing

us to take tokens for resettlement, citing the floods as a reason now.

There are many colleges located on the opposite river bank; even the planetarium is on

a river bank. Why are we getting evicted? If the government had built a diversion

canal, our area would not have been flooded.

(Mr. Arungunam interjected to say that he had filed a case regarding land for the SC/

ST (case number 24818/2015), and received a favourable judgement for it. This case

can be referred to as precedent to demand land in Kottur)

Velankanni from Greams Road, Thideer Nagar

We live in a declared slum area and fire proof houses have been built. For about

five years now, the government has been threatening to evict us, despite our area

being a declared slum. Now they are calling our area a flood-prone region, and
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asking us to leave. Local political party members, who had earlier promised to help

us get pattas, are now favouring the government, and asking us to accept relocation.

But there is enough vacant land near our area, where the TNSCB can build housing

for us.

Vetrivel from Mannar Seraperumal Nagar, Maduravoyal

We came from Sri Lanka as per the 1984 agreement. We purchased a plot in Mannar

Seraperumal Nagar, and have been living here for over 20 years. All the residents of the

locality are working as unorganized workers in the Koyambedu market. During the

floods, we stayed in the MGR University building, which itself is built on the Cooum

river bed, and was affected by the floods. Some of us stayed at the Thai Mookambikai

Polytechnic college, but even that building got flooded.

We have been given all facilities such as roads, water, etc. Our homes got flooded

only due to the opening of the Poondi reservoir. Now floodwater has receded and

we have moved back to our homes, but there is an eviction threat from the

government. Houses in Ezhil Nagar are too cramped, and it is very difficult to

commute from that far for work. There is vacant land very close to our area,

where we can be given homes.

Rajendran from Mylapore, representing the Ambedkar Nagar Makkal Sakthi

The government is planning to evict us on 31st December, citing floods as the reason.

They are trying to give money to people to get them to accept relocation. PWD

officials also came to survey us, claiming that they came to collect information for

Aadhaar card registration in order to fool us. We argued with the officials and sent

them away. The houses in Perumbakkam are 8-storey buildings. There are only 2

lifts. If there is a power failure, how will people go to their houses on the top floor?

Can the government give any guarantee that Perumbakkam will not be flooded?

Even the Perumbakkam colony is built on a water body.

Ranganayaki from Esplanade Road, Parrys Corner

We were evicted last year. We are now living on the pavements, and are left with

nothing. At my age, I am selling biscuits to make a living. We have lost everything

in the floods. The government must give me a house and a shop for my livelihood.
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(The organizers interjected to point out that Ranganayaki is only one of many

living on the platform near Parrys Corner. The Supreme Court has ordered shelters

to be built for platform dwellers, but the Corporation is hardly implementing it.)

Sivakumar from Koyambedu

Most of the people living in my area do loading and unloading work (at the

Koyambedu market). We are about 5000 in number, but we don’t have a place to

live. There are about 1300 small vendors, who are often threatened by government

officials. During festival season, we do not get any tokens or allotments to put up

stalls. We have lost all our belongings in the floods. Now we sleep on the platform,

and cannot afford to rent homes. We do not even have sanitation facilities where

we live.

(The organizers added that these people have to sleep near their workplace because

they have to load and unload through the night till early morning. They are forced

to sleep on the pavements, and are often threatened by the police.)

Kalaiselvi and Chitra from Rajapillai Thottam, T Nagar

We have been living here for three generations now, but now we have been asked

to move out. The government has also stopped providing services like water. The

slum is a declared one. Since there were no claims to the land, the Tamil Nadu

Housing Board took over the land many decades ago. But now, a private landowner

and his heirs are claiming to own the land on which the slum is located, and

threatening to evict us.

Gowri from Gangaipuram

We are about 750 poor people, who have been living here for over 50 years.

Initially, the government had promised us in situ housing, but now, they ask us to go

to Kannagi Nagar. We will lose our livelihoods if we move there. The government

opened the Chembarambakkam lake without giving us notice: this is the reason

for flooding in our area. Government facilities like a ration shop and an Electricity

Board office, are also built on the canal on which our slum is built. (This canal

itself is blocked and unused.) The local councillor did not come to help us during

the floods, but now, he is abusing and threatening us.
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Mohan from Gandhi Nagar, Sholinganallur

In my area, there are about 2500 houses with no basic services, facing neglect from

the government. There are many government buildings on lake areas, including an

Aavin dairy, Electricity Board sub-station, a government higher secondary school,

and government colleges and institutions on lake areas. The damage caused by the

floods was not due to the rains, but because sluice gates in the lake were opened

without any warning. Action must be taken against these unwarranted acts of

government departments.

Annakili from Sathya Nagar

We have been living in this area near the War Memorial for many years. A nearby

slum was evicted after a fire accident and shifted to Kannagi Nagar, but many

returned. After the floods, we shifted to the War Memorial for refuge, where we

were helped by many organizations. We want to stay on in the area after the floods

too, because our livelihoods are here, and we can improve our living standards

here. Our children are well educated because they live here. We have submitted a

petition to the Chennai District Collector too, saying we want to stay on.

Chamundeshwari and Baiamma from Korattur

We have been living in this locality for over 40 years. A retired tahsildar, with his

clout, has gained ownership of the land, and has demolished most of the houses in

the area, save four or five houses. Electricity has been disconnected. There has

been no response from government officials: all this, in support of one individual.

There is no one to support us vulnerable people. We have filed a PIL. We were

allotted this land by the TNSCB, yet, we have been evicted without notice, without

being given any options for resettlement. I am living in one of the few surviving

houses, without electricity, and enduring a mosquito menace.

Baskar from Konnur High Road, Ayanavaram

We have been living in this declared slum for forty years. But now, the government

is claiming that we are encroachers and forcing us to relocate. We explained that

children’s education will be affected, but government officials tried to evict us in

November 2014. With the support of Pennurimai Iyakkam, we resisted eviction.

We visited the relocation site, Ezhil Nagar: it is a prison, with drainage overflowing
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onto the streets. Our jobs, and our children’s education are all here where we live.

There is land belonging to the Revenue Department right behind our area. We can

be given in situ housing there.

Kamakshi from Govindasamy Nagar

Initially, a survey was conducted in our area. We were told it was for getting

government services, so we agreed to it. Later, we were served notices, and

threatened with eviction. A private landowner is trying to remove us through legal

action, claiming that the land on which we live belongs to him and the PWD. But

we have been living here for 60 years.

In July 2015, around 360 families were evicted and moved to Ezhil Nagar. About

13 of us have filed a case resisting eviction, because our livelihoods are close to

our area, and we cannot commute for four hours every day. Many people are

reluctant to fight evictions for fear that they would lose any government allotment

they might get. But we are here. We won’t move.

Tamilselvi from Sherkhan Thottam, Kodambakkam

We have been living in this area for about 80 years, without any basic facilities or

tenure security. Now, residents of an apartment nearby have filed a case against

us, claiming the land we are living on was earlier, a road. We have filed a counter

case with the help of Pennurimai Iyakkam, and received a favourable verdict. But

there has been no recognition of this: the apartment residents are determined not

to let us get a patta. Once, more than 200 policemen came to evict us, but we

stood our ground and fought back. We are prepared to give space for the road, but

in turn, we want in situ housing, and don’t want to be relocated.

Keerthika from Semmencherry

My mother expired during the recent floods. We are three children, and we have

been orphaned because there has been no warning about the flood situation. My

mother worked in MIOT hospital. We did not know that buses stopped at Kumaran

Nagar during the floods, and people had to walk to Semmencherry. My mother

was walking to our house, when she was washed away by the floods and drowned.

My siblings and I thought she was working the night shift at the hospital, because

there was no communication from her. We checked in the hospital the next day,
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and found that she had left on December 1st itself. My mother’s body had been

kept in Chettinad Hospital, and had decomposed in the six days that had lapsed

since she died. The government is responsible for the floods, and for the situation

my family is in.

Civil society opinions on resettlement, and government action during

the floods

Christuraj of Samakkalvi Iyakkam briefly reported the findings of a factfinding

report he had compiled, on the status of children in Vyasarpadi, Villiwakkam,

Kotturpuram, and parts of Thiruvallur and Kanchipuram districts. The report found

that there was an absenteeism rate of up to 25% among school children. Most

schools were flooded up till the ground floor. Teachers and students themselves

had to clean their school premises and classrooms. 70% of the children were found

to be undernourished. Sanitation facilities were poor in schools. He recommended

that the government conduct medical camps in schools after the floods.

T. Sudhir, architect-director of Peoples Architecture Commonweal pointed

out that the tenements in Perumbakkam did not conform to the National Building

Code. The seven-storeyed buildings have all been built by the TNSCB on marsh

land, endangering the health and safety of those living there as well as destroying

the wetlands. About 60% of the funds allocated to construct these tenements has

been spent on laying the foundation, resulting in a compromise as far as the building

amenities and services are concerned. There are only two narrow staircases in

each building, which are not safe exit routes in case of an emergency. In Ezhil

Nagar too, there are only two narrow sets of staircase. Windows in the houses

face corridors which are already dark. Ventilation is not adequate. The relocation

sites are themselves floodprone, and dangerous in the case of disasters such as

fires. The homes themselves should be declared unfit for human habitation. Where

water supply is concerned, residents are only being given a fraction of the water

they need to be provided in accordance with the National Building Code. The

sewage system capacity is too low: sewage is bound to pollute the nearby

waterbodies. There are also problems with the local body jurisdiction. The TNSCB

has built tenements in Perumbakkam which falls within Kanchipuram district.

Panchayat officials there are reluctant to undertake maintenance, so the Chennai

Corporation has taken up solid waste management temporarily. He emphasized

that it is going to be difficult for residents to access services.
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Jacintha Chitra of the Transparent Cities Network housed at CAG shared

the findings of a survey report compiled on Ezhil Nagar in May 2015. Residents of

Ezhil Nagar access fairprice shops and schools built for residents of Kannagi

Nagar. Therefore, the services are grossly inadequate. No PDS shop was functional

at the time of data collection. Residents had been told that it would take two

months for the new PDS shops to be opened; until then, they have to access the

Kannagi Nagar shops. The residential buildings are very poorly ventilated. The

ground floor of the buildings in inundated by drainage, causing adverse health

impacts for residents. Water supply is inadequate. As per government records,

there are 28 anganwadis, but most of them operate in Kannagi Nagar. Of the

three in Ezhil Nagar, only one was functional for over 2500 families. The nutritious

meal program for pregnant women and children below the age of 6, is not functional.

There are no inpatient medical facilities at the Public Health Centre in Kannagi

Nagar. Transportation facilities are inadequate. Livelihood and security, however,

were the largest concerns. Many people had lost their previous jobs, due to the

commute. Job trainings were provided by the government, but they did not prove

to be practically useful. Residents did not feel that the police was responsive to

their complaints. There were no policewomen available for the assistance of women

and girls. The police themselves reportedly asked people to stay home in the

evenings, for fear of crime.

T. Venkat, a PhD student from the Madras Institute of Development Studies

highlighted that despite the Tamil Nadu Slums Act stating that prior notice had to

be given to people before relocation, it was not followed in many areas. No public

consultations are held. Evictions in Chennai fell under the ambit of the UN Habitat

Forced Eviction Factsheet 25, and violated human rights. Displacement for the

Metro Rail projects and for the tsunami included many benefits for the relocated

people. The flood affected have also been given monetary compensation. But for

evictees of other projects, no compensation has been provided; additionally, they

have been asked to pay monthly maintenance costs and/or rent. This is a

discriminatory process. The government does not have a standard policy for

evictions. Where relocation is concerned, people have no choice of place. All

relocation sites themselves are flood prone, so people must be given housing in

situ. With respect to livelihood, MIDS conducted a study on livelihood ten years

after relocation. The study found that there are no skilled, employed workers at

the relocation site. Even in cases where people had secured jobs, it was after a
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delay of many years. Venkat emphasized that government action has been anti-

people, and discriminatory, and that the social and economic needs of the people

must be fulfilled with consensus and choice-based alternatives.

S.K Siva of the Theendamai Ozhippu Munnani felt that the relocation site is

being treated as a separate constituency or enclave in Sholinganallur Taluk by the

government. As per TNSCB rules, only 5000 tenements can be constructed in a

single location. But the government has not followed these rules by building more

than 20,000 tenements in one location. People move to the city in search of better

livelihood opportunities. Their place of dwelling is not their only need: if they are

forced to live 25 km away from the city, it amounts to a systematic destruction of

their livelihood. Most people living in slums are Dalits, and land up to 3 cents has

been allocated by the Adi Dravida Welfare Board for SC/ST people. However,

there is no effort from the authorities in Chennai, Tiruvallur and Kanchipuram

districts to provide this land to the people. He pointed out that relocation does not

seem to be only for the disaster-affected, but for many reasons. The government

is in fact, attempting to throw the poor out of the city, and this must be stopped. He

appealed to the government to provide tenure security for the vulnerable.

Devaneyan of Thozhamai brought attention to the inadequacy of facilities in

resettlement areas. Although 25 anganwadis are required for the population in

Semmencherry, only five are available. Seven PDS shops are required to function,

but only four are. A 24-hour hospital is required, but even the PHC there does not

function full time. The government does not adhere to its own standards in

Semmencherry. There are only 1000 or so tsunami-affected victims in

Semmencherry, but the other many thousand families are from 23 slum localities in

the city. Tsunami relief homes in the rest of Tamil Nadu are over 300 sq ft in size,

but houses in Semmencherry are smaller than 200 sq ft. These practices are

discriminatory. There are no proper spaces allocated for over 8000 children in

these relocation sites. There should be at least one primary school, high school,

and higher secondary school in the area - the absence of these is a government

norm violation. There is no child protection infrastructure either. During the floods,

six people died of snake bite in Semmencherry. Since there is no full-time PHC,

people had to go to Royapettah. There was also no ambulance service due to the

floods.
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Shanthi of the India Meenava Pengal Sangam reminded us that the families of

the 44 fishermen who had died in the 2004 tsunami in North Chennai were yet to

be compensated. Residents were shifted to Kargil Nagar where there was a fire

accident, after which the people were asked to move to rental housing. Since then

residents have received homes in the All India Radio site but since the tsunami,

124 families have still not been given houses. She suggested that they be housed in

the vacant houses in Ernavoor.

Vidhyasagar of UNICEF stressed that forced evictions were being carried out

under the pretext of floods, and that this was a human rights violation. He felt that

there was a need for a mass struggle on the basis of the recommendations of the

public hearing in the run up to the upcoming elections.

Kamala of Pennurimai Iyakkam pointed out that slum residents are being thrown

out of the city in order to build parks, and for ministers to build hotels, etc. She said

that lives were lost during the floods because all government departments failed to

do their job. Now officials are trying to buy the acquiescence of the people by

giving them monetary compensation. The floods affected the rich and the poor

alike, which she said is a reminder that we must work beyond caste and religion to

demand tenure security for all and stop evictions.

Esther Mariaselvam of ActionAid drew attention to the fact that women suffered

the most in the neo-untouchability practice of resettlement, which is a disgrace to

human dignity, and said we must demand housing within 5 km from the original location

of  slums.

Responses to the deposition

Retired Chief Engineer of the Public Works Department SM Arasu emphasised that

slum dwellers staying along Chennai’s waterways need not be displaced to far flung

places. They can be relocated in permanent dwellings that can be constructed on the

banks of rivers in a manner that does not obstruct the flow of water. Crores of rupees

have been spent on cleaning the waterways in vain and now, a foreign company has

been engaged to guide the cleaning of the Cooum. Bur what is really needed is simple,

cost-effective treatment of the raw and partially treated sewage currently being let

into it, as is the practice in some other countries. He said these suggestions had been

placed before the State Government earlier, but they were ignored.
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Prof. Saraswathi condemned the slum evictions and stated that the forced relocation

of communities of the poor to far off sites resulting in the deprivation of their

livelihoods and denial of access to health and educational opportunities as suffered

by those displaced so far, are well known. These are acts that violate the basic

human rights of these communities and thus need to be halted forth with. She also

pledged the support of PUCL to the people’s struggles resisting slum evictions.

Arungunam Vinayagam of Nagar Sena reminded us that Dalits constitute the

majority among slum dwellers though some tribal and backward communities are

also found among them. He pointed out that lands that had been specifically reserved

for the use of the Scheduled Castes and other depressed classes in 1892 – also

called DC lands – have been usurped by dominant castes and privileged groups

while Dalits were driven to settle on the fringes of water courses and waterbodies.

He also referred to the surplus lands acquired under the Land Ceiling Act, which

had again been appropriated by powerful vested interests instead of being utilized

for housing the homeless. He appealed to Dalits and other slumdwellers to unite

and struggle for their land and housing rights.

Saravana Raja, educationist, spoke of the dropouts caused by slum evictions, in

violation of the Right to Education Act, and the educational backwardness instead

of advancement, caused by displacements. Further, there is no provision for

absorbing large numbers of workers in diverse trades at the relocation sites. The

disruption of studies during the course of the academic year is also unwarranted.

Gnani Sankaran, journalist, said that large parts of Chennai were built on lakes

that had been filled in. The older layouts such as T Nagar had sufficient

arrangements to drain storm water, but with bungalows springing up indiscriminately

on water bodies today, no such planned ameliorative measures had been undertaken.

The work of retrieving water bodies must take this into account and the routine

scapegoating of slum dwellers must be stopped. When their livelihoods and

education are snatched away, these communities will be pushed back by a few

generations in their struggle to emerge from poverty and illiteracy.

Recommendations from the Public Hearing

The following were the recommendations collectively arrived at, at the end of the

public hearing:
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1. Forced evictions of slumdwellers living on river banks must be stopped

forthwith and the government must organize a Public Hearing on

rehabilitation. As far as possible, where the risk of flooding is not severe,

slum dwellers must be housed in the same locations or alternatively, on

land within a two-kilometer radius of their existing settlements. Tenure

security must be provided through patta to house sites that are equipped

with all basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, street lights

and storm water drains, and support with housing finance through co-

operatives must also be provided.

2. The Tamil Nadu Slum Areas (Improvement and Clearance) Act 1971

must be implemented in letter and spirit as in the first few decades of its

existence. The Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board must undertake

declaration of slums once in five years, protect declared slums from eviction,

and undertake in situ development of slums, through participatory processes.

3. Surplus lands acquired under the Land Ceiling Act should be used for

housing the homeless in the city. Information on all types of common lands,

panchami, annadhinam, bhoodaan and surplus lands acquired under

land ceiling laws and other lands reserved for the uplift of the depressed

classes all over Tamil Nadu, along with cadastral maps clearly identifying

these lands, and measures initiated to retrieve such lands under

encroachment by the more privileged sections of society should be placed

in the public domain.

4. A public enquiry on the maintenance of tanks, lakes and other water bodies,

streams, rivers, canals and drains and the related causes of the recent

floods, must be held immediately. The effective mandate and resources

for the same must be restored forthwith to the local communities, so that

they can be rehabilitated and their abuse prevented.

5. Legislation declaring all buildings and infrastructural projects that have

been constructed in the midst of or on the fringes of all water-related

commons, including marsh lands and other wet lands, as public safety

risks, must be passed immediately. These must include all such buildings

constructed after the First Master Plan for the Chennai Metropolitan Area

was notified in 1976, whether they belong to State/Central Governments,

industrial or business houses, educational or health institutions and
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commercial and entertainment companies. Provisions for dismantling these

constructions and clearing the water commons encroached upon within a

definite time frame, not exceeding three years, must be made.

6. Concrete embankments should be constructed along the boundaries of

waterways in the city, and the water courses themselves must be periodically

dredged and kept free of obstructions. Untreated sewage should not be

allowed to pollute these waterways and simple methods for treatment of

sewage inflows at the street/pumping station level should be adopted before

letting the effluents out into them.

7. The shortage of night shelters for pavement dwellers should be addressed

immediately in accordance with the Supreme Court order, since they have

suffered much hardship due to this deficiency.

8. A survey of street vendors in Chennai city must be conducted, and provision

of space and license to vend issued as per the Central Act and State Rules

must be implemented immediately.

9. Livelihood assistance must be provided to street vendors who have lost

their goods in the floods, and to home-based micro-enterprises affected by

the floods. Non-employment allowance must be provided to construction

workers whose livelihoods are affected on account of the increase in price

of  building materials and stoppage of construction work during the floods.

10. Slum relocation projects in Perumbakkam, Semmencherry, Ezhil Nagar

and Kannagi Nagar must be declared unfit for human habitation and

dismantled within the next three years. Allottees must be resettled in housing

layouts for the EWS within a two-kilometer radius of their original

settlements in the city, as peripheral resettlement projects are located in

marsh lands and wetlands that are naturally floodprone; have been designed

and constructed in blatant violation of fire safety standards prescribed by

the National Building Code 2005; and lacking in sufficient lighting, ventilation

and basic services such as water as mandated by the NBC. Last but not

least, these are ghettoes of the poor that legitimize a new untouchability

and push them further into poverty and crime instead of

aiding  their  recovery.

11. The state government must take immediate steps to set up a State-level

Disaster Management Authority with district level nodes, and conduct

trainings in disaster prevention and response for all its staff, so that the

lessons of the recent floods are not lost.
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